1 answering "what if" questions. We say that simulation is ised to compare alternatives. This tutorial assumes that thc imulation output is stochastic and has a distribution that is inknown to the analyst. The tutorial presents methods for naking comparisons by either ranking alternatives or electing the best alternative with respect to a single output ierformance measure. To increase the effcctiveners of the omparisons, these methods consider the use of the variance eduction technique of common random numbers. Another way of stating the output analysir piohlcni is that the analyst wants to answer "what i f questions. We arc assuming that the analyst will rarely urc a simulation to estimate performance for a single set of inputs. We will call each set of inputs defined for comparison purposes an o l r p y -
native.
Output analysis is complicated by the stochastic nature of output performance measures. In addition, this tutorial will make the following assumptions concerning the probability distribution of output performance measures:
The form of the true underlying distribution is unknown.
The variance can and will change with the alternative.
The above assumptions are common occurrences in system simulation. Even so, we will measure the stochastic or statistical variation in our estimates by interval estimates called confidence intervals which are random intervalr that are purported to contain the true performance measure value with a stated probability. We use the tcrm replicntiorz to specify repetition of a simulation with fixcd inputs but different outputs due to different random numbers. Wide confidence intervals may mean that we need to add replications to reduce the statistical variation in our estimates.
Example Analysis Problem
To motivate the tutorial and show typical problems, thc tutorial will illustrate the output analysis methods wing the following production control problem. We have a network of machines reprcsenting several manufacturing operations.
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The Production Control Manager must sclcct onc of several different priority rules for scqucncing jobs to bc proccswd by each machine. Candidate scqucncing riilcs include shortest processing time, earliest job due datc, and carliest operation due date. We will call each priority rulc an altcrnative, and the analysis must comparc thc altcrnativcs based on output performancc measui-cs. Important pcrformance measures arc job tardiness and throughput.
Output Analysis Issues
We will find that this problcm illustratcs many challcnging output analysis issues. The selcction of a scqucncing rulc may be based on thc rulc which is cxpcctcd to hc bcst during the next shift given the statc of jobs a t thc start of the shift. For output analysis purposes, IYC call thic a ,/iriitchorizon analysis. Some authors call siniiilations conducted for finite-horizon analyses as terminating simulations. On the other hand, the Production Control Manager may want The tutorial will first cxaminc finite-horizon analyscs and later extend the methods cxamincd for infinite-horizon analyses. The tutorial will discuss the above issucs in thc context of the finite-horizon analysis in thc following ordcr:
1. Batching to Approach Normality 2. Bounds on Simultaneous Confidcncc In tcrvals
Common Random Numbers

All Pairwise Multiple Comparisons
. Selection of the Best
Notation
Let X, represent the ith value observed of the random variable X and n be the total number of nbscri.ations for X.
Assume that all values of X are indepcndcnt and itlcntically distributed. Define the following quantitics:
to compare these sequencing rules based on their long-run E(X) Kleijnen (1987) discusses the cffcct of non-normal data and describes methods for empirically checking for normal data.
He recommends the use of a modified t statistic developed by Johnson (1978) when the data is clearly not normal. This may increase the correlation bctwccn and Xi2) .
BOUNDS ON SIMULTANEOUS CONFJDENCE INTERVALS
where these quantities are mean waiting times. Thc problem of coordinating random number< so that identical random numbers determine analogous evcnts in each altcrnative is called the synchronization problem. Sec Rmtlcy, Fox, and Schrage (1987) for suggestions o n how to obtain synchronization.
The usual way to estimate Oj -e k , for two different nltcrnatives, nl and n k , when using common random numbers is to form pairs for each batch, i.e., and calculate Dbk) and s~(DI/~)). Then calculate a confidence interval for OJ -%k using the equations for Qa) and U(a)
with the random variable X replaccd by DOk). Nelson (1986) has shown that calculation of the confidence interval in this way is computationally equivalent to using (I) and replacing values in (I) with their respective estimates.
ALL PAIRWISE MULTIPLE COMPARISONS
To enhance the power of the comparisons, we want to simulate y different alternatives using synchronized random numbers. To rank the alternatives, we will in essence be making % = (; ) pairwise comparisons. For example, with four alternativcs we would make six pairwise comparisons. The statistics @)-ak) and @I-8") are correlated because of the common random numbers and the common quantity XP).
We can estimate I ) simultaneous confidcncc intervals that jointly hold with probability of at least I -a by using thc In practice, the third possibility can usually be rc.;olvctl by adding replications to reduce the confitlcncc interval widths.
SELECTION OF THE BEST
We assume here that more is better so that we want to identify the alternative having the largest mean. We attempt to do this by running a number of replications on each alternative and declaring the alternative with the largest average performance measure value as the "best." The challenge iy to determine the number of replications which give a spccified probability of actually choosing the best alter native.
Call that probability P". When other competing altcrnatives have means almost a'; large as the best alternative, thc required number of replications can be quite large. That is why we resort to the indifference zone approach. The length of the indifference zone is 6 which is specified by the analyst before conducting the simulation experiment<. Any alternative with a mean within 6 of the truly best alternative is a satisfactory choice or a correct selection.
When we assume normally distributed outputs, unknown variances, and unequal variances, we consider two possible procedures for implementing the indifference zone approach. Dudewicz and Dalal (1975) present an exact procedure for these assumptions when the outputs for each alternative are independent. We should use common random numbers so the specified number of observations by the Dudemicz arid Dalal procedure are probably in excess of the minimum requirement. Clark and Yang (1986) waiting times in a queue. Law and Kelton (1982) and Bratley, Fox, and Schiape (1987) review the numerous approaches to this statistical analysis problem. Sargent, Kang, and Goldsman (1987) present empirical comparisons of sevcral of thew procedures. This tutorial will discuss the nonoverlapping batch meam approach to estimating confidcncc intervals.
CONCLUSIONS
The procedures presented and revicwcd in this tutorial provide a basis for measuring the risk the analyst assumes in making incorrect conclusions when comparing alternatives by stochastic simulation. In addition, they provide guidance in determining the number of replicntions rcquircd to reduce that risk to an acceptable level. They are easily programmed so they can be automated and used by individuals unfamiliar with mathematical statistics. Howcvcr, any analyst should be aware of the possibility of stochastic variation in simulation output giving misleading information.
